Abstract. In this paper we introduce a simple method for the detection of hard cuts using only interframe differences. The method is inspired in the computational gestalt theory. The key idea in this theory is to define a meaningful event as large deviation from the expected background process. That is, an event that has little probability to occur given a probabilistic background model. In our case we will define a hard cut when the interframe differences have little probability to be produced by a given model of interframe differences of non-cut frames. Since we only use interframe differences, there is no need to perform motion estimation, or other type of processing, and the method turns to be very simple with low computational cost. The proposed method outperforms similar methods proposed in the literature.
Introduction
Shot boundary detection algorithms are one of the most basic and important methods for video analysis. They allow the segmentation of the original video sequence into basic units called shots that facilitate high level processing and abstraction of the video signal. Although it may seem a simple task, the automatic and reliable extraction of shot boundaries it has some difficulties, mainly due to the different types of video sequences, which still need to be studied. Even for simple shot transitions like hard cuts (abrupt transition between adjacent frames) there is room for improvements. In particular, one of the possible directions of research is to improve the performance of simple methods. We must remember that a video sequence contains a great amount of data, so in general we should avoid unnecessarily complicated methods. Another direction of work is the study of fully automatic methods that permit to process a wide variety of videos. In this work we will present a simple online method with only a few parameters that performs well for a representative set of testing video sequences.
We can distinguish two types of shot transitions: abrupt transitions, called hard cuts, and gradual transitions. A hard cut is an abrupt change in the frame appearance. Gradual transitions, on the other hand, span over a set of frames and are produced by postproduction effects such as fades, dissolves, morphs and wipes. In this work we will concentrate on hard cut detection.
We can divide the existing techniques for shot boundary detection into the following basic categories: pixel, histogram, block matching, object segmentation and tracking and feature tracking based methods. Some methods proposed in the literature combine some of these basic methods to attain better performances.
Pixel based methods usually compute interframe differences between frames (adjacent or not). The frame difference can be computed in several color spaces. The main drawback of pixel-based methods is their sensitivity to camera and object motion and noise. For this reason filtering is usually applied before computed interframne differences [5] . Regarding the measure of difference, we can make a distinction between distance based methods and thresholding ones. The former ones compute a distance between frames such as the absolute difference, while the later ones compute the number of pixels with a difference above a given threshold. Usually these methods are not very reliable and therefore are mostly used as indicators of probable shot boundaries that are the confirmed by more sophisticated methods [6] .
Histogram based methods compare the histograms of a pair of frames using a suitable histogram distance [4] . In contrast to pixel based methods, histogram based methods are robust against camera and object motions since the histograms do not contain any spatial information. Unfortunately, the main critic and limitation is that frames of different shot can have similar histograms and in this way these methods will fail. In addition, like pixel-based methods, these methods are not robust against lighting changes.
Block-matching methods divide each frame into blocks and then match a given set of features of blocks (pixel colors, histograms, and so on) between frames. That is, the best match for each block in the source frame is found in the destination frame (This is the methodology applied in MPEG-like video coding techniques) and the similarity of these block is used as an indicator for shot boundary existence [4, 5] .
Segmentation and object tracking are typically computational demanding. The underlying idea behind this methods is that frames within a shot have the same objects. Therefore, they used methods for object tracking and segmentation to achieve shot boundary detection.
Feature tracking methods detect shot transitions when there is an abrupt change in the number of features tracked. For example, if the frame edges have strong variations [5] . In [8] the authors propose feature tracking as a measure of frame dissimilarity. Instead of tracking edges, they propose to track fine grained features as corners and textures. Hard cuts are then detected as points with high interframe feature loss.
Nearly all of the previous methods rely on a set of thresholds in order to decide whether there is a shot boundary in a given frame. In the case of the pixel base methods we need a threshold to decide if the interframe distance is enough to declare a shot boundary. For histogram based methods the threshold is applied to the histogram distances. The problem of selection of the right threshold is a key point that has big influence in the overall system performance. Unfortunately it has received little attention in the literature [5] and most of the authors propose heuristics for their selection. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that global thresholds led to sub optimal methods, with too many false positives or false negatives [5] . To solve this problem adaptive thresholds have been proposed. However, life is never so straight forward, and when using adaptive thresholds we must design an updating rule based on, for example, the statistics of non-boundary frames. This introduces additional problems concerning the correct estimation of this statistical information. Traditionally the problem is solved introducing a learning stage where several video sequences are processed to obtain the desired statistics.
In this paper we introduce a simple method for the detection of hard cuts using only interframe differences. The method is inspired in the works of Computational Gestalt [2, 3] . The key idea in this framework is to define the meaningful event as large deviation from from the expected background process. That is, an event that has little probability to occur given a probabilistic background model. In our case we will define a hard cut when the interframe differences have little probability to be produced by a given model of interframe differences of non-cut frames. Since we only use interframe differences, there is no need to perform motion estimation, or other type of processing, and the methods turns to be very simple with low computational cost.
In the first step of the algorithm we compute a measure of hard cut probability, or meaningfulness. Then in a second stage we apply an adaptive thresholding technique that only uses the information of the video sequence being processed to find the hard cuts. This contrasts with other methods that need a supervised learning step to obtain the thresholds. This makes our methods very simple and fast.
Since we will use only interframe differences for adjacent frames we assume that the videos are contain mainly smooth transitions. From another point of view, we assume a reasonable temporal sampling. As we said above these methods have problems with strong camera or object motions. If a strong motion, or a lightning change occurs, the method may produce a false positive. Even though these restrictions, we will show that the results of the proposed method are very robust and perform well for a wide variety of videos.
Proposed Method
Lest suppose we have the probability, P µ = P (e(x) > µ), that the error, e(x) = |I(x; t) − I(x; t − 1)| at pixel x, exceeds the threshold µ. Within a video shot segment we expect the frame differences to be small and therefore there would be a small chance for a big number of pixels exceeding a reasonable threshold. Below we will address the threshold selection. If we fix the threshold µ we can compute the error image and the number of pixels, N µ , exceeding the threshold µ. In order to assess the meaningfulness of this event we must compute its probability of occurrence given the apriori information of interframe differences, P µ . This can be done computing the probability of at least N µ pixels exceeding the threshold µ by using the Binomial distribution:
Using this probability, and following the ideas of the computational gestalt theory, we say that the previous event is meaningful if its probability is very low given the statistics of past frame differences 3 . This means that we say that the event is meaningful if it is a large deviation of what is expected given past information.
Abrupt changes in interframe differences can be produced by hard cuts, fast motion and deformation, but also by slow motions, freezing or frame repetition. Therefore, we must also detect these events. Applying the same idea, given a threshold λ and the probability P λ = P (e(x) ≤ λ) = 1 − P (e(x) > λ), we compute the probability of at least N λ pixels being below the threshold.
So far we have presented the basic method for the assessment of the meaningfulness of the events abrupt change and slow change. Now we are going to explain the selection of the thresholds, the combination of the previous measurements for the detection of hard cuts, and the estimation of the probabilities P µ and P λ .
The meaningfulness of each of the events is obtained as the minimal probability over a set of fixed thresholds. That is, the meaningfulness of the event abrupt change is obtained as:
where each term corresponds to a threshold µ i ∈ {µ 1 , ..., µ n }. In the same way, the meaningfulness of a slow change is obtained as:
with λ i ∈ {λ 1 , ..., λ m }. The domain of variation of λ i is set to detect slow changing frames, hence we set λ i ∈ {1, ..., 10}. In the same way, since with the threshold µ i we expect to detect abrupt changes we set µ i ∈ {10, ..., 100}. The upper limit is set to a reasonable high value and does not play an important role in the algorithm. The upper limit for λ i and lower limit of µ i has been set to 10 as a conservative value. We did several experiments changing these values and we didn't encounter differences in the final results. However, it is still an open problem the tuning of it.
To conclude the description of the first step of the algorithm we now present the estimation of probabilities P µ and P λ . These probabilities are obtained from the error histogram of past frames. To cope with non-stationary statistics, we use a buffer, Buf , of size n of non-cut histograms and a α − β filter. The histogram of errors is updated with the following rule:
with α = 0.9 and n = 12. The value for n was chosen to hold in the buffer half second of video (assuming 24 fps).
As said before, we the previous rule we track non-cut error histogram. That means that we must have a rule to decide whether a frame is hard cut or not. To do so we use the measure H = M a /M s . If H < 1 the probability of occurrence of an abrupt change given the previous non-cut probability distributions is smaller, more meaningful, than the occurrence of an slow change.
Algorithm
For all frames t ≥ 2:
Compute interframe differences:
e(x) = |I(x; t) − I(x; t − 1)| 2. Find the meaningfulness of the events abrupt and slow change:
The probabilities P µi and P λi are computed using the histogram h 4 . 3. If M a < M s (there is a probable hard cut), do not introduce the histogram of e(x; t) into the buffer, else, update the histogram with:
and introduce h t in the buffer.
For the computation of the binomial distributions we use the Hoeffding approximations [1] to obtain an upper bound for the logarithm of M a and M s using:
Since both, M a and M s , can attain extremely small values is numerically impossible to work directly with them. For this reason we compute their logarithms and use log(H) = log(M a ) − log(M s ) in our method.
As we said in the introduction we propose an online method, therefore, we must decide the occurrence of a hard cut using only past values. In fact we introduce a delay in the system response in order to consider while judging frame t also the results from frames t + 1, ..., t + 4. In the second step of processing we consider a window, W = [t − 4, ..t + 4] centered in t. We will sat that there is a hard cut at frame t if the following conditions are fulfilled: 4 log(H)(s) (2) log(H)(t) < Threshold(t)
where Threshold(t) is an adaptive threshold that is computed using only the accumulated values of log(H) for non-cuts X [5] :
This is a simple method of template matching to obtain only prominent peaks.
We must mention that we are assuming that hard cuts are separated at least four frames (As we will see in next section some video sequences do not fulfill this hypothesis).
For processing color video sequences we apply the previous method by adding up the meaningfulness log(H) for the three color channels. In this work we use the YUV color space.
Results and Evaluation
We are going to test our algorithm against a set of videos used in [8] . In figures 3 and 3 we show the first frame of each video together with log(H). As we can see there are set of well defined peaks that correspond to the hard cuts. In table 3 we present the results for all the sequences together with the numerical results obtained in [8] . As in [8] we measure the performance of out method using precision (Prec), recall (Rec) and F1 defined as: based one. It has similar recall capabilities than the feature tracking based method. From these number we can conclude that the proposed methods has less false positives than the other three reported methods while achieving similar number of false negatives with respect with the feature tracking method. Summing up the F1 measure is the best among the four methods tested.
Looking at the individual sequences, the proposed method outperforms the feature tracking method three cases while loses precession in two cases (B and H). This is mainly due to strong motions that are not satisfactory resolved in the proposed method. Also, in the case of sequence C, it contains very close hard cuts that are missed due to our restriction of cuts separated in time at least four frames. This sequence has a poor temporal sampling rate On the other hand the proposed method has always better recall perform that then feature tracking one.
Finally, at the bottom of the table 1 we present the average, variance and standard deviation of the results to show that the results are stable.
To show the advantages of the proposed method against other well-known interframe difference methods we are going to compare the output of our method against the output of standard frame difference in the YUV space. For the comparison we normalize both results dividing each one by the maximum difference. The results are presented in figure 3 for videos A (Lisa) and B (Jamie). As we can see the results are less noisy and the peaks at hard cut positions are clearly separated from non-cut ones. This contrast with results obtained with traditional frame difference methods. However, we can also see, especially for the results on Jamie sequence, that the peaks have strong variations. Nevertheless, from this plots we can conclude that an offline hard cut detection would be much easier using log(H) than the traditional pixel differences as the hard cut peaks are clearly separated from the non-cut ones. 
